
Advocacy in Action
A basic overview on how to create a professional  

written communication for Congressional impact.



The Deliverables:

 A Letter

 An Email

 A Tweet

 A Post 

(social media, blog, etc.)



What Do You Need

The Advocacy Piece: Needed for Delivery:               Final Destination:

A Letter   >>>>>>>>>>>>>   a short email that >>>>>>>> the Target’s Inbox
introduces the letter

An Email  >>>>>>>>>>>>>  the message text   >>>>>>>> the Target’s Inbox

A Tweet   >>>>>>>>>>>>>        a link to:          >>>>>>>> the online support doc 
(ie. The White Paper)

A Post     >>>>>>>>>>>>>  copy /pasted text   >>>>>>>> LinkedIn, FB, or
other SM feed





Short email introducing The Letter:

(Subject Line:   Continuing Small Business Recovery Efforts)

Dear (Staffer Name),

I am a business executive that lives and works in the (Senator’s / 
Congresswoman’s) home district.

I very much appreciate you reading and sharing my attached letter 
with the (Senator/Congresswoman), who I know has been very 
supportive of small businesses like mine this year. The CARES Act 
you helped pass is the reason our business has been able to survive 
so far this year.

Please thank the (Congresswoman) for all that she has done and 
continues to do for small businesses in Florida.



A stand alone Advocacy Email message:

(Subject Line:   Continuing Small Business Recovery Efforts













Download the Docs You Need At:

 You can find all the docs you need to 

edit and/or copy and past from at:

 https://www.edpa.com/covid-19f

OR

 https://www.edpa.com/s/Advocacy

Materials.zip

https://www.edpa.com/covid-19f


Tweet Sample…



LinkedIn

Post



What Do You Need

The Advocacy Piece: Needed for Delivery:               Final Destination:

A Letter   >>>>>>>>>>>>>   a short email that >>>>>>>> the Target’s Inbox
introduces the letter

An Email  >>>>>>>>>>>>>  the message text   >>>>>>>> the Target’s Inbox

A Tweet   >>>>>>>>>>>>>        a link to:          >>>>>>>> the online support doc 
(ie. The White Paper)

A Post     >>>>>>>>>>>>>  copy /pasted text   >>>>>>>> LinkedIn, FB, or
other SM feed



Questions?...


